
Virgin Money spearheads Virgin Group’s 
financial services companies, which services 
hundreds of thousands of customers 
worldwide. Headquartered in the UK, Virgin 

Money provides insurance, credit cards, loans, pensions, 
savings, investments and share dealing services to more 
than 500,000 customers. The company’s call center is the 
hub for all customer enquiries, where more than 100 call 
center staff deal with thousands of calls daily. Customers 
can also access the staff through the virginmoney.com 
website 24/7.

On a typical day, as many as 6,000 customers generate 
more than seven million Oracle transactions. These 
are processed by Virgin Money’s homegrown customer 
management system (CMS), which was developed around 
Oracle Forms. CMS supports its contact management, 

billing, unit trust, life insurance underwriting, cash deposit 
accounts, general accounting and e-business applications.
With dramatic business growth, Virgin identified the 
need for a unified, automated solution to manage daily 
enterprise processing. However, Virgin Money’s original 
tools didn’t inform stakeholders when important process 
steps finished. The resulting latency meant that certain 
critical tasks took up to 11 additional hours to complete.

This situation was compounded by further processing 
demands related to frequent changes in financial 
regulations. These changes resulted in more than 800 
adjustments to its IT system, and even more time-
consuming overnight processing. When overnight 
transactions grew to more than 10,000, the number of 
errors and interruptions slowing down processes were 
unsustainable.

Due to dramatic business growth, Virgin Money’s overnight transactions grew to more than 10,000, and as a result, the number 
of errors slowing down processes became unsustainable. Virgin identified the need for Redwood RunMyJobs® to help unify and 
automate daily enterprise processing, boost customer service and sync critical business processes.

CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT TRANSFORMATION

A CUSTOMER CHALLENGE

Virgin Money now has end-to-end Redwood automation and has cut processing time by 80%. 

Report requests that used to take days are now completed within minutes.

It took only 3 weeks to migrate and integrate with existing solutions, including Oracle®.

KEY POINTS



Impressed at its ease of use, flexibility 
and tight integration with Oracle, Virgin 
Money now depends on RunMyJobs process 
automation by Redwood to manage its 

business critical processes.

David Carney, Enterprise Infrastructure Analyst at Virgin 
Money: “We took one look at RunMyJobs and just knew 
this was the solution for us.” 

It took three weeks to migrate more than 1,500 scripts 
into RunMyJobs, which is now the engine behind all 
of Virgin Money’s financial business, from statement 
requests to the completion of its Banking Automated 
Clearing System (BACS) payments and credit card 
applications processing. Virgin now uses RunMyJobs to 
ease the burden of regular internal processes.

A SAVVY SOLUTION

—David Carney, Enterprise Infrastructure Analyst, Virgin Money

Before RunMyJobs, overnight processing would take over 11 hours. Now 
we can complete everything in 2.5 hours. And we were amazed with the 
speed of implementation.”“

RunMyJobs is system agnostic, so integration 
with Virgin Money’s unique CMS and other 
technologies - including Oracle - was quick 
and easy. 

Virgin Money now has end-to-end automation and 
coordination of all critical business and financial 
processes. RunMyJobs has given Virgin money the ability 
to automate processes in parallel, and the capacity to 
recover error-prone activities. Automation not only took 
the management and control of processing out of the 
hands of the operators, but resulted in an 80% reduction 
in Virgin Money’s processing time. Reduced processing 

time saved Virgin Money a significant amount of money.

Report requests that used to take days to turn around 
are now automatic and emailed to business users within 
minutes. RunMyJobs synchronizes Virgin’s production 
system with its test system so that processes that took 
four days now take three hours. 

The solution's reliability has given Virgin Money the 
confidence to feed every possible process into the 
solution. Carney says: “RunMyJobs is a key part of our 
IT strategy and we certainly wouldn’t be able to run the 
business without it.”

INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION

For more information, please visit www.redwood.com/runmyjobs


